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Spa Home Decor uses color pictures and clear explanations to teach you five key interior
decorating ingredients so that you can choose home decor accents that are appropriate for a
Spa home decoration theme. This interior design book also contains practical examples
showing you how to decorate a living room, bedroom and bathroom with a Spa home decor
theme and make it five dimensional.



SPA HOME DÉCORDr. Miriam Kinai***(c) 2011 by Dr Miriam KinaiAll rights reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system, without written permission from the author, except for the inclusion of brief quotations in
a review.*****ACKNOWLEDGEMENTI would like to thank for their photographs.*****SPA HOME
DÉCORSpa Home Decor uses color pictures and clear explanations to teach you five key
interior decorating ingredients so that you can choose home decor accents that are appropriate
for a Spa home decoration theme. This interior design book also contains practical examples
showing you how to decorate a living room, bedroom and bathroom with a Spa home decor
theme and make it five dimensional.*****Table of ContentsSPA HOME
DÉCORColorsPatternsImagesShapesMaterialsFive Dimensional Home DecorDecorating a Spa
Theme BathroomDecorating a Spa Theme Living RoomDecorating a Spa Theme
BedroomOther Books by the Author*****SPA HOME INTERIOR DÉCORDecorating your home
with a Spa theme is not difficult if you keep five key home interior décor ingredients in mind.
These five home décor tenets are:ColorsColors that are perfect for a Spa décor theme include:*
Lavenders and all shades of purple* All shades of light blue and especially sky blue and sea
blue* Turquoise* Cream and non-clinical whites* Light tans***To develop your Spa color scheme
choose one color which will be the dominant color that will make up 60% of the color scheme.
Then pick the secondary color that will make up 30% of the color scheme. Finally choose the
accent color that will make up 10% of the color scheme.For example in the picture below cream
was used as the dominant color, dark brown as the secondary color and blue as the accent
color.After you have chosen your color scheme colors you can incorporate them into your home
through curtains for windows, planters for corners, area rugs for floors, lotions pumps, soap
dishes and other bathroom accessories as well as:Wall paint; Wall paper; Wallpaper
borders;Cushions; Lamps; Wall clocks; Deep purple mat; Lavender lampshade; Bouquets of
flowers;
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